Mobile-phone Movies to Help Capture Physical Manifestations
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To the Editor Recently, a new application of mobile technologies, such as the mobile phone and mobile camera, to the medical field (e.g., health/medical care and welfare services) has been considered (1-4). However, because of the new trend, their practicality and usefulness in the medical field have yet to be well established.

Recently, we encountered a patient who has epilepsy-like fits in which the usage of a mobile phone movie was applicable. The patient was a 16-year-old boy with a history of cerebral bleeding since birth. He had taken an anti-convulsant for epileptic fits as sequelae following the cerebrovascular disease. Because the patient did not have any epileptic episodes for an extended period of time, tapering down the dosage of the anti-convulsant was tried. During the time of reduced dosage, an instant stop of eye movement or a faint involuntary movement of the right arm (possibly epilepsy-like fits lasting about 1-2 minutes), was rarely observed at home. His mother orally complained about his physical manifestations in the outpatient room, but the physician was not fully able to understand it. The mother also refrained from many accusations to maintain a good patient-doctor relationship. During an episode, the mother captured his epilepsy-like fit at home using a mobile-phone movie.

When the movie reproduced his episodic manifestation in the outpatient room, the physician was able to understand and accept his conditions, and stopped the tapering and arranged a return to the regular dosage of anti-convulsant. The epilepsy-like fit types seemed difficult to diagnose simply by the captured manifestations. Through further examinations, non-epileptic disorders such as neurosis, metabolic diseases and migraine were ruled out, and electroencephalogram findings indicating spikes of the temporal/occipital lobe were detected during an intermittent period of fit, speculating at a symptomatic complex partial seizure (although the monitoring of electroencephalograms with videos is necessary for a more definitive diagnosis).

In this paper, we reported a patient with epilepsy-like episodes, who had the first chance to help diagnose the patient using clinical signs captured by mobile phone movies outside of the medical environment. This may suggest the practicality and usefulness of mobile phone movies to apply to the medical field. His neurological manifestations were faint, instant and not-at-the-fixed-moment, so unless they actually occurred before the physician’s very eyes, these manifestations might be overlooked. In such cases the usage of mobile phone movies could especially help medical decisions. Mobile phones with movie capability have become common nowadays; accordingly an application of mobile phone movies to the medical field might prove to be useful for various cases.

This method appears to have some disadvantages: e.g. slight changes in manifestations are not easy to capture. The evaluation of small details is becoming more possible with the progress in color and high-quality displays on mobile phones, while the quantitative evaluation will be a future challenge. To capture clinical manifestations by non-professionals at home may be improper for medical decision making due to the lack of medical focus. Since the assessment can not be confirmed, some physicians may be resistant to accept the findings by mobile phone movies within their medical decision systems, leading to spoil the patient-doctor relationship. Security and privacy issues also remain. In contrast, there appears to be some advantages: e.g. mobility, instance, convenience, easy operation, visualization (often repeated confirmation), data sending and for record keeping (4). Anyway, based on our experience, there would be some cases in which to capture physical manifestations by mobile phone movies provides, at least, a first step to disease management. We can not ignore the role of mobile technologies in relation to the medical field.
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